Influence of sample quality on phenylalanine and 17-hydroxyprogesterone levels in neonatal screening
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ABSTRACT
Quality of the sample and phenylalanine and 17-hydroxyprogesterone levels in neonatal screening. In the programs for neonatal screening many different analytes are quantified from dried blood on filter paper cards. Several factors affect the quality of the samples invaliding their employment in the laboratory: inadequate collection procedures, quality of the filter paper, the drying, storage and transportation under extreme environmental conditions. This article aims to show how the quality of the sample collection influences the phenylalanine (Phe) and 17-hydroxyprogesterone (17-OHP) levels. As such, samples of newborns on filter paper from Ramon Gonzalez Coro Hospital were collected and analyzed. The blood spots from a sample were classified according to their appearance, satisfactory spot (MV) or unsatisfactory spot (MNV). Phe and 17OH levels were determined by UMTEST PKU and UMEELISA 17OH Progesterone NEONATAL, respectively. 19.5% of 3043 newborns samples exhibited unsatisfactory spots. Concordance correlations studies between MV y MNV showed the precision and accuracy were affected by quality of the samples. False positive and negative values (with concerning control sample) were detected from samples with MNV. The correct application of collection procedures for samples is essential in obtaining reliable results in screening neonatal laboratories.
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Introduction

Inborn metabolic disorders comprise a wide set of diseases commonly appearing at pediatric ages. The lack of early diagnosis may lead to patient death, or bring about severe neurological sequelae with a pessimistic prognosis for learning and social behavior [1].

Neonatal screening (NS) of inherited metabolic disorders is an essentially preventive procedure aimed at detecting and unequivocally identifying a condition sooner before symptoms of the disease develop, which allows start treatment appropriately prior to irreversible effects. Besides, samples can be properly stored and preserved by using this procedure, without decreasing their stability and facilitating laboratory processing and handling. This method for sample collection implies a minor biological risk and requires a very small amount of blood [4].

However, several factors may affect sample quality and invalidate its laboratory processing like: inadequate sampling procedures, filter paper card quality and the drying process, storage and transportation under extreme environmental conditions [4, 5], among others. Samples can be classified into satisfactory or unsatisfactory depending on the compliance or not with these procedures. A sample whose blood spot is approximately a centimeter in diameter is regar-
ded as valid and distributed homogeneously in both paper sides, enough to perform various 3mm cuts at its central zone [6]. In general, the unsatisfactory or invalid specimens is inappropriately taken, handled or transported to the laboratory, showing scratches, inadequate color, visible contamination or incomplete identification data. Invalid samples can be classified according to their appearance in:

- Insufficient sample (IS): A sample having insufficient blood amount, caused by removing the filter paper card before being absorbed to the opposite side.
- Scratched or abraded sample (SS): A sample presenting scratches or appearing wearied due to applying blood with a capillary tube or another device.
- Supersaturated sample (SSS): A sample showing stains of excessive dry blood on the filter paper card, probably caused by the device used or applying blood in both sides of the card.
- Apparently diluted, faded or contaminated sample (CS): probably before or after being obtained, filter paper got in contact with the hands or with substances like alcohol, antiseptic solutions, water, powder or others. Sample could be exposed to heat or the puncture area also be excessively compressed.
- Sample with serum rings (RS). These rings are spotted due to alcohol was not thoroughly removed from the puncture area at the heel or the area resulted excessively compressed.
- Clot-bearing Sample (CBS): The same paper circle got in contact with blood drops more than once.

Phenylketonuria (PKU) is an inherited autosomal recessive disorder affecting phenylalanine (Phe) catalysis. This disorder is produced by a deficiency of the phenylalanine-hydroxylase enzymatic complex which catalyzes Phe conversion in tyrosine [7]. Such complex originates the accumulation of Phe in blood, in other liquids and in organic tissues, as well as a slight diminishing in tyrosine levels in blood. Phe concentration in the newborn child may be normal till the fourth day of living, but rapidly augments while protein feeding starts [7]. If treatment at the newborn period is not applied, clinical signals of the disease, -among which: irreversible mental retardation, neurologic abnormalities and skin defects and its pigmentation-, appear. Hence, early diagnostics and the application of a diet Phe steadily scarce, with enough quantity of such aminoacid for the normal growth of the child are highly important [8, 9].

Congenital adrenal hyperplasia, the most common of genital ambiguity is caused by the deficiency of one of the five enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of corticosteroids at the adrenal cortex and leading to different manifestations of the disease, in which in 90-95% of cases the cause is deficiency of 21-hydroxilase enzyme [10]. Such deficiency is originated by the accumulation of high levels of 17α-hydroxyprogesterone (17-OHP), main biochemical marker for the detection of the disease [10]. The common feature of these defects is the presence of low levels of cortisol with the consequent hyperplasia of the adrenal cortex, due to the hyper-secretion of corticotropine at the hypophysis. Among associated symptoms to the disease severe dehydration, feminine external genitalia virilization and the premature development of secondary male sexual characteristics are found, preventable with the early diagnostics of the disease and the beginning of a replacement therapy with steroids [11].

Documenting the influence of sample quality upon phenylalanine levels (Phe) and 17-hydroxyprogesterone (17-OHP) in newborn dry blood stains on filter paper used at the NS programs was the objective of this work.

Materials and methods

Samples of 3043 newborns on filter paper from “Ramón Gómez Coro” Hospital were collected and analyzed. Samples were classified according to simultaneous presence of satisfactory or valid spots (VS) and unsatisfactory or invalid spots (IVS) and were evaluated in duplicate. Phe and 17-OHP levels were determined by the use of the UMTTEST PKU and UME-LISA 17OHP Progesterone Neonatal, respectively. Both kits were produced by the Immunoassay Center, Havana, Cuba [12, 13].

SUMA® technology equipment was used for quantification, validation and interpretation of results: manual punch device P-51, automated plate washer MAS 301, fluorometer-photometer reader PR-521 and the Strip Reader software (Version 9).

Phe levels were quantified by UMTTEST PKU, a fluorescence test based on the McCaman & Robins method [12]. For the measurement of Phe concentrations, 3 mm blood discs of calibrators, control and samples were punched out into each well of the elution microplates, and incubated with 70 μL ethanol 70% (v/v) in a humid chamber for 30 min at 20 - 25 °C. Afterwards, 10 μL of eluate was transferred to white opaque polystyrene ultramicroplates containing 10 µL of reaction mixture (ninhydrin and L-tyrosyl-L-alanine). Plates were incubated at 60 °C for 1 h in a humid chamber. A fluorescent complex was obtained by adding 10 μL of copper reagent to the reaction ultramicroplate, and 5-15 min; later, fluorescence was automatically measured in the fluorometer-photometer reader.

17OHP levels were determined by using UME-LISA 17OH Progesterone Neonatal kit, a simple and rapid competitive ultramicro ELISA assay based on competition between 17-OHP alkaline phosphatase conjugate and 17-OHP in blood specimens for a limited number of binding sites on specific polyclonal rabbit anti-17-OHP antibodies [13]. For the measurement of 17-OHP concentrations, 3 mm blood discs of standards, controls and samples were punched out of the filter paper and placed into each well of the elution microplates, followed by the addition of 40 μL of the diluted 17-OHP-alkaline phosphatase conjugate. After the elution in a humid chamber for 30 min, at 20–25 °C, 10 μL of eluate was transferred into the well of the reaction’s opaque polystyrene ultramicroplates, coated with the specific polyclonal rabbit anti-17-OHP antibodies. The competitive reaction occurred for 2 hrs at 20-25 °C in a humid chamber and then, the plates were washed 6 times by adding 28 μL of washing solution using the automated plate washer MAS 301. The fluorogenic reaction was performed by adding 10 μL of 4-methylumbiverphosphate substrate. The ultramicroplates remained at 20-25 °C in the humid chamber for 30 min. Finally, the fluorescence was measured automatically in the fluorometer-photometer reader.
reader. Automatic validation and interpretation of the results were done using specific-assay software.

**Statistical analyses**

Data were stored and processed through a Microsoft Excel 2007 spreadsheet. Phe concentration mean values and 17-OHP from VS and IVS were calculated. We assessed the quantitative differences between VS and IVS using 2 methods: the Pearson correlation and the concordance correlation coefficient (ρc). Statistical parameters, ρ12 and χ12, were calculated as a measure of precision and accuracy indicators between these variables, respectively [14]. The concordance correlation coefficient was calculated as a measure of agreement between the analytes levels from VS and IVS. Values 0.2 - 0.7 indicate minor concordance; values 0.7 - 0.85 indicate moderate concordance, and values higher than 0.85 indicate clear to high concordance [14]. The slope, y-intercept of the line-of-best-fit, and regression coefficient were calculated. Groups were compared by the Mann-Whitney U test with a probability of 95% using the Statgraphics, version 5.1.

**Results and discussion**

From the 3 043 newborn samples analyzed, 19.5% (592) showed stains with certain invalid characteristics. Phe concentrations and 17-OHP in each IVS and VS from a same sample were determined. The stain complying with the standard requisites established by the guidelines issued by the National Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards of the United States (NCCLS) was considered as control spot [6]. Phe mean concentration value for both groups was determined. The mean value obtained for IVS was 87.7 µmol Phe/L whole blood, being slightly higher than the total of VS, 82.4 µmol/L.

Correlation study and the equation of the straight line, where the slope, y-intercept and the lineal correlation coefficient are shown in figure 1, whose values were 0.270, 58.66, and 0.147 respectively. A low correlation was obtained between both data sets (r = 0.38) and the calculation of the concordance correlation coefficient which similarly showed a low concordance between Phe levels for IVS and VS (pc = 0.36). Values ρ12 and χ12 obtained were 0.40 and 0.95, which evidences that the poor quality of samples affects more value precision rather than its accuracy. Mann Whitney’s U Test application showed that no meaningful statistical differences existed when IVS compared to VS (p = 0.12).

A similar evaluation was made for 17-OHP levels. Mean concentration values were 28.6 and 30.5 nmol/L for VS and IVS, respectively. The regression curve was $y = 0.850x + 5.921$, for a lineal correlation coefficient of 0.217, showing a low correlation between both sets of data (r = 0.47), as shown in figure 2. There was a low correlation concordance for 17-OHP levels to VS and IVS (pc = 0.39). ρ12 and χ12 were 0.46 and 0.84, respectively, supporting the higher incidence of low sample quality on precision of values, and accuracy to a lower extent.

P value obtained at the mean comparison study between IVS and VS was 0.84, which corroborates that no meaningful statistical differences existed for a 95% trustability interval.

Newborn samples presenting stains somewhat invalid (n = 592) were simultaneously classified as to their appearance in: IS (27%), CS (26%), RS (23%), CBS (16%) and SSS (8%).

Phe mean concentration values and 17-OHP for VS and IVS were calculated separately in each group. Similarly was conducted for the calculation of stadigraps ρ12 and χ12 and for Pearson correlation coefficient and correlation concordance. Tables 1 and 2 show the corresponding values for each of the studied analytes.

Is exhibited a decrease in mean concentration values for both analytes in IVS compared to VS from the same sample; meanwhile CBS, SSS and RS showed higher mean levels and control stains. In CS, Phe mean values increased 9% and those of 17-OHP were similar to control stains.

Is presence relates with the extraction and an incorrect blood drop formation when collected in filter paper. To avoid such phenomena, an increase in venous pressure and working with lancets with a depth less than, or equal to 2 mm should be favored [4], the application of blood with a capillary tube or any other device, or removing the filter paper before blood thoroughly fills up the circle, or before it could be absorbed on the other side of the paper should be avoided. Finally, before or after sample obtainment, touching filter paper straight with the hands or leaving it in close contact with substances like hand lotion, powder or any other should be impeded.

Phe levels and 17-OHP in SSS and CBS augment as a consequence of filter paper contact with blood drops more than once, which is conditioned by the applica-

![Figure 1. Correlation of Phe levels between valid spots and invalid spots.](image1)

![Figure 2. Correlation of 17-OHP levels between valid spots and invalid spots.](image2)

tion of an excess of blood (probably with a device) or by adding blood to both sides of the filter paper. Likewise, in RS an increase in both analytes’ levels was observed. A splitting of serum and erythrocytes was spotted which could relate to the presence of an excess of blood (probably with a device). This invalidation cause has also been observed. A splitting of serum and erythrocytes was spotted which could relate to the presence of an excess of blood (probably with a device). This invalidation cause has also been observed. Additionally, in two samples, Phe levels from IVS were less than the cut-off level, while the values in control spots were out of range. For 17-OHP levels, three samples with similar parameters were found. Obtaining false negative results in laboratories avoid an early diagnostic and if treatment at the neonatal period is not applied, clinical signals of the disease appear.

Filter paper samples are a valuable source of information; nevertheless their reliability depends on the stability of analytes in the stored samples [16, 17]. Our results confirm that assays using filter paper dried blood samples are susceptible to be affected due to several factors [16, 17]. The sample quality is one of these factors, therefore, is essential to evaluate and guarantee adequate procedures starting at sample collection until laboratory analyses. Other studies have also shown the correct application of sample collection procedures which have proved being fundamental to obtain reliable results in NS laboratories [18-20].

Sample collection must be properly conducted to avoid an insufficient or “non-useful” sample. Quality control rules require rejecting the samples unfulfilled with the established requirements. The sample can be rejected during the receipt process due to unsatisfactory properties in the spots, or while carrying out the test due to partial sample elution or no elution at all; the eluate shows colorless or pale color depending to the denaturalization of hemoglobin and even the blood disc shows dark color.

An unsatisfactory sample will be rejected by the laboratory, needing a second collection of the sample. This procedure generates discomfort to the newborn, distress to the parents and delay of the diagnostics. That is the reason why increasing precautions is necessary during sample drying, storage and transportation. U.S’s NCCLS described a methodology for collecting, drying and preserving blood samples on filter paper [6]. Among the main procedures for adequate collection are: writing the identification of the patient without omitting information, avoiding touching the clean circle in the filter paper before the sampling; cleaning the heel with 70% alcohol and removing the excess of solvent with cotton or others; using of capillary tubes for the application of blood and the contact of filter paper with contaminant substances. This invalidation cause has also been associated to incorrect sample drying procedures. Besides, in the case of CS, sample exposure to heat should be avoided.

Discordant results were detected among some IVS with false positive and negative values in respect to control stains. In Cuba, a 240 µmol Phe/L whole blood limit value is accepted for the diagnostics of phenylketonuria at early ages. Samples presenting an equal or superior concentration are considered as elevated. Similarly, for the diagnostic of congenital adrenal hyperplasia a 55 nmol per L of whole blood value is recognized. In four samples, Phe concentration values from IVS were higher than 240 µmol Phe/L, while Phe concentration value from VS were less than the cut-off level. A similar result was observed for 17-OHP levels in two samples.

From the methodological point of view, false positive results lead to sample re-testing and in most of cases, sample re-collection. A high rate of false positive values not only increases the real cost of the NS, but also promotes psychological stress among parents of the affected children [15]. Therefore, NS programs need to control all possible sources of incorrect results.

Additional to the previous section, the sample quality is a key issue during the NS implementation and is one of the main reasons for the NS underperformance observed in the region. Among the main causes are: increasing training to health care professionals, increasing the number of newborns detected, increasing the number of laboratories performing NS and increasing the quality control of the laboratories [16].

Table 1. Comparative study of Phe levels between VS and IVS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS*</th>
<th>CS*</th>
<th>RS*</th>
<th>CBS*</th>
<th>SSS*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 161)</td>
<td>(n = 151)</td>
<td>(n = 136)</td>
<td>(n = 16)</td>
<td>(n = 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (µmol/L)</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pC</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IS: Insufficient samples; *CS: Contaminated samples; *RS: Samples with serum ring; *CBS: Clot-bearing samples; *SSS: Overloaded samples; VS: Satisfactory spot; UVS: Unsatisfactory spot.

Table 2. Comparative study of 17-OHP levels between VS and IVS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IS*</th>
<th>CS*</th>
<th>RS*</th>
<th>CBS*</th>
<th>SSS*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(n = 161)</td>
<td>(n = 151)</td>
<td>(n = 136)</td>
<td>(n = 16)</td>
<td>(n = 47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>VS</td>
<td>US</td>
<td>VS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (nmol/L)</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>31.2</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>27.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pC</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p12</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*IS: Insufficient samples; *CS: Contaminated samples; *RS: Samples with serum ring; *CBS: Clot-bearing samples; *SSS: Overloaded samples; VS: Satisfactory spot; UVS: Unsatisfactory spot.


surfaces and promoting a homogeneous diffusion of the blood drop. Filter paper cards must be dried at 20-25 °C during three hours without exposure to sunlight and avoiding the contact with antiseptic solutions or any other materials and stored in clean places. Cards would never be dried in microwave ovens, stoves or by any other source of artificial energy.

The correct drying procedure is important due to moisture may damage sample quality and induce bacterial growth or alter the sample elution time.

Once dried, the cards must be placed at a 180º relative position from each other, to avoid cross-contamination among the blood spots from different samples. They must be stored properly identified in paper envelopes. It is advisable that samples are protected with desiccant in plastic bags during their transportation and storage in freezers (2-8 °C), to avoid they could humidify in case of freezing malfunction or by accident during transportation.

Filter paper of the ones established by the NS program must be used [17], which own special physical-chemical properties, and support adequate absorption, retention and homogeneity. These parameters are essential to obtain reliable results. Unused cards must be stored at a clean place and protected free from dust to avoid contamination.

Finally, once dried, samples must be sent as fast as possible to the laboratories under the recommended packing conditions. Packages must avoid heat or water exposure and guarantee their integrity [17].

The quality of the dried blood samples on filter paper is a key step for NS; therefore, the normalization of procedure and the integral training of the personal are of extreme importance to guarantee the effectiveness of the programs [16]. Knowing how the properties of the sample, their preservation, transportation and distribution affect the analytical assay is a must to obtain reliable results in NS laboratories [16]. Knowing the properties of the sample, its preservation, transportation and distribution, determines the outcome of the analytical assay, because are key elements to obtain reliable laboratory results.